AMERICAN BOXER CLUB ANNUAL AWARDS
~ 2006 ~

MOST PUPPY DOG WINS
Ein-Vons Causin Kaos - 23
Ann Russell & Kimberlie Steele

MOST PUPPY BITCH WINS
Woodgate’s Happytail’s Nevermore - 24
Patricia A. Kennedy & Amy C. Bieri

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS
Danicrest Scarborough Skyway Jack – 26
Danielle Butler & Donna Butler & Virginia Zurflieh & Dr. Jacqueline Royce

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS – Tie
Haberl’s Heartacre Providence – 20
JoAnn Haberl & BJ Barnhart

Just-a-Wyn’s Eclipse – 20
Ashley Wynieski & Mary Lynn Wynieski

MOST AMERICAN BRED DOG WINS
Sapphire’s C’mon And Dance With Me At Twilight - 34
Dee Ellis

MOST AMERICAN BRED BITCH WINS
Heartacre Haberl Stellar One - 20
Dr. and Mrs. James Kilman & JoAnn Haberl

MOST BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX DOG WINS
Ch. Burlwood’s Drive’M Wild Dreamweaver – 28
Pam Rohr & Eng Hong & Rhonda Nickels
MOST BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX BITCH WINS
Ch. Avalon’s High Sierra of Yukon – 22
Kay Vano & Norra Hansen & Dan Buchwald & Ed Finnegan

MOST BEST OF BREED DOG WINS
Ch. Burlwood’s Drive’M Wild Dreamweaver – 41
Pam Rohr & Eng Hong & Rhonda Nickels

MOST BEST OF BREED BITCH WINS
Ch. Bayview Some Like It Hot – 150
Keith and Cheryl Robbins & Romo and Sheila Cormier

MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST DOG WINS
Ch. Brookwood’s Mystic Warrior - 17
Debbie McCarroll & Lee Ann Brooks
(order 3 total and bill Lee Ann)

MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST BITCH WINS
Ch. Bayview Some Like It Hot – 98
Keith and Cheryl Robbins & Romo and Sheila Cormier

MOST BEST IN SHOW DOG WINS
Ch. Hi-Tech’s Basic Edition - 3
Dr. & Mrs. William Truesdale

MOST BEST IN SHOW BITCH WINS
Ch. Bayview Some Like It Hot – 35
Keith and Cheryl Robbins & Romo and Sheila Cormier

MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS
Ch. Bayview Some Like It Hot – 16
Keith and Cheryl Robbins & Romo and Sheila Cormier

KENNEL WITH THE MOST PUPPY WINS
Ein-Von - 63
Tony & Vickie Pierson and Kimberlie Steele

KENNEL MAKING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 2 Way Tie (5 Each)
Ensign
Annette Clark

KENNEL MAKING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 2 Way Tie (5 Each)
R and G
Gayann Jones
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 6 Way Tie (4 Each)
Arriba-Talisman
Virginia Shames & Dr. Ted Fickes

KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 6 Way Tie (4 Each)
Burlwood
Rhonda A. Nickels

KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 6 Way Tie (4 Each)
Ensign
Annette Clark

KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 6 Way Tie (4 Each)
Jem
Randy Saylor & Dianna Emmons

KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 6 Way Tie (4 Each)
Krismyth
Kristi Ahlquist

KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 6 Way Tie (4 Each)
Raypat
Ray & Pat Kisselovich and Lisa Holden

SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
Ch High River’s Taylor Made of Backwoods – 7
Sarah South

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 2 Way Tie
Krismyth Written in the Wind – 4
Kristi A. Ahlquist

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 2 Way Tie
Raypat’s It’s About Time – 4
Pat Kisselovich & Lisa R. Holden

MOST JUNIOR SHOWMAINSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER
Paige Day - 27

TOP OBEDIENCE AWARD
U-CD Sunchase’s Little Black Dress CD, RN, NA, NAJ
Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Goslin-Brouilette
PERFORMANCE EVENTS AWARD
U-ATCH, U-CDX, INT’L Ch. Sunchase’s Zero to Hero UDX, MX, MXJ, RN, HIC, AD, BH, Berm CD, TDI
Tracy L. Hendrickson

TOP AGILITY AWARD
MACH2 Celtic Gold Huntress, MX, MXJ, RN, CGC
Kelly Rossi

SPECIAL AGILITY AWARD
MACH2 Celtic Gold Huntress, MX, MXJ, RN, CGC
Kelly Rossi

SPECIAL AGILITY AWARD
MACH Riegel’s Diamond of Savoy RE
Ileana Nadel